The Chair of the Committee, Maria Vamvakinou MP,

As a citizen of this country having lived in the Netherlands for 23 years I am concerned about our ideas on multiculturalism. I believe some very valuable lessons must be learned from the failures in Europe in regard to this issue. Europe is dealing with huge problems as immigrants have come to their continent not to integrate but to take over the existing cultures to demand their own culture in it’s place. If this is the idea of certain immigrants, we must avoid their entrance as immigrants in our country. We must remember why our culture is what it is for it to be attractive to so many people from other cultures and protect what we have for freedoms sake. I represent quite a number of people with this concern and am asking of your immediate attention on this matter. Thank you very much,

Yours Sincerely

God has planted eternity in the human heart. Where will you spend..

Eternity?